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Captain’s Report.
th

All in all, 2007 was an amazing year for the club. Not only was it the 75 year that the club has been in action
th
th
but it was marked by a fantastic 75 Jubilee celebration. The 75 Jubilee celebrations were put together partly
by the Jubilee committee (a mixture of old and new soles) and the 2007 committee members and members of
the 2007 tramping club. The Jubilee committee met months in advance to arrange the logistics, catering, a
th
special Jubilee magazine, Jubilee T-shirts and other requirements for the celebrations. The 75 Jubilee actually
th
consisted of two celebrations, one was a formal dinner on the Friday night of the 27 of July and the other was
a huge May Camp celebration, held at the traditional Presbyterian Camp out at Hunua.
The formal dinner was fully catered and had 317 attendants. The dinner was held in the Engineering School
Atrium in the City Campus. Each attendee wore a name badge with the era that they were active in the
tramping club for and their name. The oldest attendee was first a member of AUTC in 1937! There were
several speeches, one by David Gauld, our long serving club president and one by me. John Deverall gave a
recorder performance as well. Many people had the chance to catch up with people that they hadn’t seen for
many years. The next day we held the May Camp out at the Hunua Presbyterian Camp. We had a beautiful
sunny and clear winter’s day for the day walks around the Hunua area and a big banquet and D.J, sound
system and hall organized for the Saturday night party. All in all it was a huge success and the Jubilee
committee and the other people involved in organizing the event did a wonderful job.
2007 was a great year for the tramping club, with a variety of fantastic tramping trips organized for most
weekends. We had short day trips, overnight trips, long tramping epics. We ran many snow schools, bush
schools and got groups of our club members on the MSC safety courses including river school and outdoor first
aid. We also ran many successful social events including all the old favourites, Orientation, progressive dinner,
wine and cheese (two) and cave party. We also added a significant amount of content to the club website
which was created in late 2006, and ran several hut work days and gathered significant funding for a new
composting toilet from donations by former and current club members.
All in all, 2007 was a wonderfully successful year for the tramping club. A lot of good tramping and socialising
was done and the club is still going strong, 75 years after its original birthday in 1932!
Jane Dudley.
Club Captain 2007.
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Dusky, 2006.

Centre Pass and James looking south

Author: Dave Hodges.
Trampers: Dave and James.
After staying at Hump Ridge Backpackers in Tuatapere, James and I caught the ferry shuttle bus with three
Americans, all biology students at a small university in Maine on scholarship to Otago University - like most
Americans I've met travelling outside North America they weren't fans of the American government, being
fully aware that it's controlled by big business.
At the turn off to Lake Hauroko we met the bus from Te Anau and were joined by two Israelis, a kiwi: Sasha,
and an Aussie: Claire, from near Melbourne who had been working at the hotel on Stewart Island the last
couple of years and was planning to study nursing in Invercargill the next two years, before finishing back in
Australia, commuting from Stewart Island to Invercargill once a week. Sasha was planning to study health
science and recreation therapy at Southern Institute of Technology next year - the only polytech in New
Zealand with no fees.
The time estimates in my two track guides were much shorter than those on the signposts - the latter proved
much more accurate for us - lugging extremely heavy packs - mine was half full of food - we didn't walk
particularly fast and James wanted to stop for a few minutes once or twice an hour. The half hour boat trip up
the lake was spectacular - with several large waterfalls cascading off the huge mountains that sloped steeply
down into the Lake. The first hut, at the head of the lake, was full of sandflies, so no-one stayed there long James and I were the last ones to leave, after half an hour for lunch. An hour or so along the track we met the
Americans coming back towards us - they had crossed the next stream at the low water crossing, taken a
wrong turn at the track junction a few metres further on and re-crossed on the 3-wire bridge, without realizing
until they met us that they were now retracing their footsteps! We passed and were passed by them a few
times in the next couple of hours before they got away from us. We saw half a dozen people heading the other
way and wondered how they planned to get out as the next scheduled ferry wasn't for three days. The Israelis
had a mountain radio and planned to listen to the weather forecast at 8.15 the next morning but when James
asked me 'what time is it?' it was already 8:20 and they had missed it.
Halfway Hut had swarms of sandflies outside but relatively few inside, as a result of continuous swatting. We
had got the 5 day forecast before we left and it was for heavy rain on the third day of the trip. The Americans
got up at 6 and left at 7 even though they were only planning to go to the next hut five hours away - they said
they were used to getting up early. It rained much if not most of the night so we expected the streams to be
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flooded but they were okay. The clouds parted long enough to give a view of the snowy mountain just above
the hut the next morning. The track on the first day was not particularly muddy, less so than much of Stewart
Island but after the night's rain the next day was much muddier. After a couple of hours I fell in the mud and
got both socks soaked. James lamented that he had just put his camera away and missed a great photo.
It stopped raining just after we arrived at the hut and the sun came out so we followed the girls up to the top
of the hill above the hut (10 minutes walk) for dozens of photos of the surrounding mountains and lakes. The
Americans had already gone on to the next hut when we arrived.
The track continues up to the top of Mt. Tamatea,
the second highest mountain in the area, which has
outstanding views on a clear day, so we decided to
get up early and do it before continuing to the next
hut the next morning if the weather was good. When
the Israelis got the forecast at 8pm, however, it was
for snow down to 1600 metres (about the top of the
mountain), rain below that and winds gusting to
110km / hour. A kea appeared around dusk so we
brought everything inside to stop the kea vandalizing
it. Just after dark I heard a kiwi but no-one else
believed that a kiwi would go so high. When I woke
during the night it was raining heavily. I waited for a
lull in the rain to go to the toilet but there was none. Eight Kea
The next morning it was still pouring incessantly and the weather forecast was for heavy rain - 100mm. The
track brochure recommends staying at the hut in this case as the river just before the next hut would likely be
impassable - there is a 3-wire bridge across the river but the track to the bridge is low-lying and prone to
flooding. I heard the kea again the next morning.
The forecast predicted that the rain would ease to showers mid-day so we decided to wait until then and
decide whether to continue to the next hut in the afternoon - if we did get to the hut however, it was likely to
be overflowing as the Americans and the guided tour from Supper Cove we had heard about would all be
trapped there. Even during the rain we had great views of the nearby snowy mountains through the hut
window, as the surrounding flats became increasingly waterlogged. The girls, who had gone to bed at 9pm the
previous night, were unable to nap like the rest of us and had brought nothing to read so constructed a
draughts set from cardboard found in the hut while we dozed off. Later they made chess pieces as well.
In the early afternoon the rain stopped as predicted and the girls got bored of draughts and chess and
proposed climbing Mt. Tamatea. The clouds seemed to be clearing so I started packing. By 4pm I was ready but
the weather didn't look promising. James suggested heading up anyway and seeing what it was like, so we set
off after the girls, who had left half an hour earlier. The views were fantastic and got better with each higher
peak we climbed. We took a shortcut across to a pass below the summit and it started snowing just before we
got to it. From the pass a whole new panorama of lakes, waterfalls and snowy mountains was revealed to the
east and we saw that there was no easy route to the summit. Half way up, we were accosted by 8 keas, which
James spent about 10 minutes taking dozens of photos of. I took several photos of the keas and numerous
photos of the spectacular lake-studded landscape. On the way down we climbed over the peak above the pass
and found yet another huge turquoise lake we hadn't seen from further down. The snow turned to hail, then
eventually rain as we made a speedy descent back to the hut for dinner and several rounds of 500 (a card
game) before bed. We didn't see the girls until we got back to the hut. They had decided Tamatea was
unattainable and circumnavigated Lake Roe instead.
On the mountain radio we heard there were 21 people at the next hut, which has only 12 bunks! They
reported the flooding on the track was lowering but still impassable. We expected it to be crossable by the
next afternoon, if not morning, but would listen to how much it rained during the night, and to the updated
forecast in the morning.
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I woke during the night to the sound of rodents walking on my spare pack liner under my bed and in the
morning I found a dropping inches from my head - James had been the lucky recipient the previous night.
James said he woke several times during the night and it was raining every time.
We were unable to contact Loch Maree Hut to find out whether the river had subsided and it was very cold
and intermittently raining so we decided to wait and see whether anyone turned up. At 3:10pm the first
tramper turned up and reported that the water was chest deep for a few metres at the bridge and then knee
deep for 100 metres after that and the track was otherwise fine. We scrambled into action, the girls
disappearing about 3:30 and James and I finally leaving at 4pm, a few minutes after the Israelis. We sped
across the mountains as fast as James’s sore ankle allowed, seeing only the many lakes and tarns next to the
track and passing the guided party of seven, which included two over 60s, about an hour from the hut. The
spectacular mountains we had seen yesterday were hidden by clouds, along with everything else more than
100m from the track. At the end of the range just before the track drops steeply down to the hut I caught sight
of a large waterfall twice. Both times it disappeared again within seconds before James could see it. We caught
up with the girls at the bottom of the hill. At the shelter just before the river crossing I suggested everyone
remove their shirt to keep it dry. Claire said hers was already wet so kept it on. I rolled up my raincoat just
before the crossing to keep the pockets from filling with water but James didn't so had to turn his upside down
to drain them out. We got to the hut at 9pm - the Israelis had arrived an hour earlier and one of them was
chopping wood. I was the first to bed at 10:30pm - the Israelis hadn't eaten dinner until after 10 and James
seemed to be staring into space, or perhaps he was watching one of the Israelis re-light the fire, which had
gone out. By 11pm everyone was finally in bed.
The waterfall I had seen earlier was close to the hut so I got a nice photo from the toilet with the hut and the
waterfall in the same shot.
At 7:30 a 69 year old tramper, Dave, arrived from Kintail Hut carrying 21 days worth of food. He reported that
the two tall American boys were up to their necks crossing the streams, carrying their packs on their heads and
Rebecca, who was quite short, had to swim. He wasn't as tall as the two boys and didn't fancy swimming so
bashed up the streams to where they were less deep to cross, which took a lot longer so he had spent the
night out in his bivvy bag. He was having a rest day at Loch Maree before going on the Lake Roe.

Bracket fungus and James.

I checked the river and found it had gone down a foot overnight (and another two inches in the next couple of
hours) but we could still only see a few of the hundreds of tree stumps in the Loch - the rest were submerged.
The Israelis were low on food so decided to push for Supper Cove, swimming if necessary. The girls couldn't
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stand another day in the hut but didn't want to swim so after a long period of indecision the girls decided to
abort Supper Cove and head out, following the track to Kintail Hut which we figured would only be waist deep
today.
We had plenty of food and James' ankle was sore so we decided to wait another day for the river to drop.
The next morning the river had dropped another two feet so we set off to Supper Cove at the early hour of
10:15am, after ringing my Mum on Dave's satellite phone to let her know we'd be two days late and leaving
everything we didn't need in the hut. We found some food the Israelis had left behind so put it in my day pack
with ours to stop the mice eating it. The tree stumps in the Loch were all visible and there was lots of
driftwood piled up on the track at the top end of the Loch by the recent flood. We took photos of a couple of
nice waterfalls next to the track and eventually arrived at the hut at 6:30, slightly over the 6-8 hours on the
sign. The last part of the track follows an old road that was supposed to go to Manapouri but was abandoned
after a few miles. We found a rusty old pair of cutters that had been used in the construction. We met the
Israelis on their way back soon after lunch - the track had only been waist deep in one place - no swimming.
After dinner James went fishing off the rocks outside the hut, using salami for bait, his own hook and one of
the two fishing rods at the hut. He caught a parrotfish on his second cast. The poster in the wall said it wasn't
good eating but he'd already killed it so we cooked and ate it and it wasn't bad.
Back at Loch Maree the next night the Israelis had left us a note - they were going to try to get to Spey Hut in a
single day and out the next - evidently they weren't fond of their emergency 2-minute noodles. I saw one of
the mice enter the hut, climbing along the roof beam just above the water tank which it had evidently jumped
up from.
We were met by four young Czechs and a Dutchman who had arrived from Lake Roe and were skipping Supper
Cove. During the night I opened one of my water bottles to take a drink and dropped the lid in the dark, which
vanished, never to be seen again - I now had two bottles but only one lid.
The next day was our longest so far, at nine hours, even though it was flat except for a small climb at the end.
The others were just getting out of bed when we left at 9:45. It was hot most of the day - hotter than Stewart
Island - and we stopped for a brief siesta around 2pm, where the others passed us.
I knew we must be close to the hut when we were five minutes away and I smelled the Czechs’ dinner. Just
before the hut, where the bridge crosses the river, we saw two blue ducks, which seemed unconcerned by our
presence and allowed numerous photos.
The next day, with a concerted effort, we managed to get away ten minutes earlier and made good time up to
Centre Pass, despite me taking an accidental five minute detour. We stopped for lunch at the bush line at
noon, where two of the Czechs caught up with us. The Dutch guy passed us at Centre Pass, where we left our
packs, and as we climbed up from the Pass towards Mt. Memphis we saw the Czechs arrive. There were lots of
small side streams and tarns not shown on the map near the pass so there was no shortage of water. When we
got to the top of the first peak, we saw another higher one half a kilometre away which we thought was Mt.
Memphis so we continued on, but when we crested that peak, we saw the real Mt. Memphis, with a trig on
top yet another half kilometre further on. As the views from this peak were superb we didn't feel like going the
extra distance for probably only slightly better views so we took our photos, munched our nibbles and headed
down. The Czechs caught up with us here and also decided not to continue. The Dutch guy had gone straight to
the hut.

Mt. Tamatea, Merri Range, James and Lake Roe.

My left Achilles tendon had started hurting a little around lunchtime, was fine with a day pack on and started
hurting again when I put my heavy pack back on back at the Pass. Hobbling and limping a bit to try to avoid
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worsening my injury, we eventually reached the hut about 7:45, where we feasted on our remaining dinner
ingredients - tuna, potato flakes and cheese - before packing for the final day and heading to bed. As usual, I
heard a single kiwi call during the night.
The next morning we set off at 8:40am, before the Czechs got out of bed, and arrived at the ferry terminal
with ten minutes to spare for the 3:30 ferry, where we met the Czechs and the Dutch guy who had passed us
along the way. My heel didn't bother me at all but walking the last 45 minutes along the road was very hard on
the feet and when I took my boots off to get on the ferry I saw that both feet were quite swollen in front of the
ankle.
The hour long ferry ride to Manapouri was quite scenic, with the most beautiful mountains visible from Te
Anau. We were met at the backpackers by the local police officer - my mother had called DOC and let them
know we'd be two days late but Tuatapere Information centre had called the police without calling DOC first,
as they said they would.

Hurry up and take the photo – my toes are getting frostbite!
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Routeburn Track.
Author: Dave Hodges.
Trampers: Dave and James.
James and I spent a couple of days in Te Anau doing very little. We visited the wildlife centre that looks after
injured birds - they had three kea, two kaka, three kakariki, a couple of wood pigeons and two takahe,
although we could only saw one. I watched a couple of the free comedy videos at the backpackers’ - one was
an Irish Comedy which was quite funny and played to a full house - about 20 people.
We looked at the map for a one or two day walk to do while waiting for the Routeburn and found one just
across the river from Manapouri. Getting up late and neglecting to check the bus timetable we missed the
10:30 bus and the next one wasn't until 4pm. We decided to buy all our food for the Routeburn that day and
store it at the backpackers’ with our tent etc. as we wouldn't have time the next day. There is a water taxi
across the river on demand for $10 per person return - cheaper than hiring a rowboat overnight for $30. Being
a weekend, there were plenty of day hikers but the ferry operator told us she knew of no one staying
overnight. The first couple we met, however, told us there were two hunters staying at our four person hut
and a party of seven women and a couple staying at the other hut. We passed through an area of abundant
wood pigeons, disturbing half a dozen in as many minutes, and got to the hut in exactly two hours, just as the
sign predicted. The two hunters were just outside and heading the same way as us, looking for deer. After
taking nearly everything out of my pack we headed off along the flat one hour trail to Lake Rakahu, a large lake
at the bottom of a limestone mountain. The mountain is largely white as not many plants can grow on it. There
is a route up it but it's 13 hours return so we didn't have enough time. We got back to the hut at 9pm, fetched
water from the stream two minutes away, as the hut has no water tank, cooked dinner and were just going to
bed at 10pm when the hunters returned and cooked their dinner. They hadn't seen any deer.
I woke up and went to the toilet during the night and when I returned the hut mouse was scrabbling inside the
hunters’ rubbish bag so I swatted it with my toilet roll and it went silent. Evidently I hadn't hit it hard enough
though as it started again later and was gone in the morning. The hunters got up at 6:30 to hunt and we got up
at the same time to do a loop via the other hut and catch the ferry at 11:30 to catch the 12:00 bus back to Te
Anau and the 1:15 bus (the last one) to the Routeburn Track. We didn't get away until 7:50 but easily beat the
track time and got back to the jetty 5 minutes early. The seven women, who turned out to be a "Mountain
Safety Women's Group" were just leaving the hut as we arrived but we were faster and soon passed them. The
couple were still in their tent outside the hut. We were joined at the jetty by a German family of three who
had just done the Circle Track - a three hour loop starting in the same place as ours that goes up to a lookout
with nice views of the lakes. They got back just as we did and caught the ferry with us. The bus was 20 minutes
late after waiting for two missing passengers who never turned up and I remembered I had forgotten to buy
nuts so back in Te Anau we rushed to the supermarket, then to the backpackers’ to fill water bottles and pick
up the rest of our stuff. At the backpackers’ I saw a TrackNet bus go past so rang to make sure it wasn't our bus
leaving early and asked them to wait for us as we'd be turning up at the last minute. We had to pick up our
tickets at the DOC information centre, which had a long queue, but I managed to jump most of it when I said
the bus was waiting for me outside.

Conical Hills Panorama.

It was hot, climbing slowly up the first hour to the bottom of Key Summit, an hour long side trip with great
views from the top. We left our packs at the bottom and saw a couple of dozen people walking up and down.
At the top we met two girls from New Hampshire who had carried their packs up with them as they were
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worried about theft. They had been unable to get a campsite booking along the track so were staying at the
free campsite 20 minutes off the track with us that night and then doing the entire track in one day with
overnight packs the next day. I discovered that I had taken 500 photos already, rather than the 200 I thought,
so my camera was nearly full - if I had known, I could have burned the photos to CD in Te Anau. There was a
cool breeze at the summit so we put our jackets on and by the time we got back to the bottom it had cooled
down. There were two other parties at the campsite - the two Israelis whose packs we'd seen at the bottom of
Key Summit and Sarah and Liam, both from Sydney. The Israelis left at 7am - presumably they had a long day
ahead. We went back to sleep until 9. The American girls didn't leave until well after that and the Australians
almost as late as us. We left at a leisurely 11:30 and were the second party to arrive at the campsite at 4pm so
had our choice of sites. The track had great views all day of the Hollyford River and the massive snow covered
mountains towering above it. After an hour we came to a large waterfall next to the track and stopped for
lunch. One of the day trippers went swimming in the pool at the bottom of the falls.
A naughty German girl turned up with no booking. "I was going to do the Greenstone Track," she said, “but it
was so beautiful I just kept going". When we told her it was $50 extra to stay at the campsite without a
booking she went off to find somewhere to hide for the night so she wouldn't have to pay.
Lake Mackenzie has a nice grassy beach just below the hut where many trampers were sunbathing in various
stages of undress. Perfect! A hot sunny beach surrounded by beautiful snowy mountains - my two favourite
places rolled into one! As we had nothing better to do, we followed the trail the half an hour each way up to
the head of the lake and back. There is an alternative route to Routeburn Flats here over Emily Pass which is
much shorter in distance but much steeper and apparently a couple of hours longer in time. There were a few
others on the trail, including a Swiss guy in jandals. A few hundred metres along the trail we found someone
operating an earth mover - we found out later they were building a new campsite, due to open in a month or
so, as the private hut just below the existing campsite was in a landslide path so would be moved to the same
location as the existing campsite.
By the time we returned from exploring the lake and sunbathing and reading on the beach, the rest of the
campers had arrived - a different Israeli couple, two German boys, a Swiss girl from Zurich, a kiwi girl from
Arrowtown travelling with a Canadian boy from Jasper and an American girl who for the last 3 years had lived
in the mountains half an hour up from Colorado Springs, working as a snowboard instructor in winter and
mountain guide in the summer. The kiwi girl was about to head off to the Canadian Rockies with her friend.
Sarah was a ski instructor at Thredbo last year but hadn't decided whether she would do it again this year - she
was answering phones for a living during the summer. Liam had just spent two years doing an outdoor
recreation course and said he hadn't tramped much before that. It was their first visit to New Zealand, for 3
weeks, but they said it wouldn't be their last. I mentioned that I was hoping to make some money from travel
writing and Liam said he'd like to do that too. James went to bed at 9:30 while I stayed up talking to Sarah and
Liam until 10. The next morning no one was stirring when I woke up at 7. Most of the others started getting up
about the same time as us – 7:30. It was cold so I retreated back to my warm sleeping bag to write my journal
and wait another hour for it to warm up. When I emerged I met a Czech couple going the other way to us who
I hadn't seen the previous night. I recommended Stewart Island to them.
The Israelis, kiwi and Canadian were also going the same way as us, so we all met at Harris Shelter, a bit more
than half way along the track, where we left our packs while we climbed Conical Hill, which has slightly better
views out to the west coast than from the track. Half a dozen streams crossed the track before Harris Saddle,
some with nice waterfalls and when we stopped to photograph one of them we saw a falcon nearby. We didn't
see it take off again so suspected it had caught a meal and was devouring it. We passed about 50 trampers
climbing up and down the hill, including a couple of Czech girls who had come in from the eastern end of the
track as a day trip, one of them in sandals. Sarah and Liam were lounging at the summit when we arrived and
when we left and we passed the others just past Harris Saddle but they all caught up with us when we stopped
at Routeburn Falls Hut, except the Israelis who apparently went past without stopping.
At Routeburn Flats we took our boots off to cross the stream, which was quite small but still too wide to cross
with dry feet. As we put our boots back on the other side Sarah and Liam turned up and waved to us. As we
had planned to follow the side trail two hours up the North Routeburn, which I had read had nice views, I
thought we might as well camp up there for free, instead of paying $10 each to camp near the hut. The others
either didn't know about it or weren't cheap enough to walk an extra 500m each way to avoid paying.
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Earland Falls
My sore throat turned into a nose cold during the night so when I woke up at 6, I didn't feel like an early start
and by 7:30 told James I'd decided to flag the side trip. "In that case,” James suggested, "why don't we try and
catch the 10am bus instead of the 2pm?"
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We would have to rush but I agreed to give it a go. Skipping breakfast (I wasn't really hungry anyway) we were
back at the hut by 8:25. The track brochure says it's 1.5 to 2.5 hours from there from the start of the track (it
doesn't give times in the other direction) so we hoofed it as fast as we could without me over-exerting myself
and making my cold worse and blasted out in an hour and 10 minutes, meeting the others at the road end. :-)
The bus had about 50 seats and only 14 of us on it so there was plenty of room and I got some more nice
photos of the snowy mountains from the bus.
Now I just have to go boot shopping and decide how much of the afternoon I want to spend in Queenstown
and how much in Wanaka! :-) We picked up our ice aces and crampons and the food for our aborted Five
Passes trip when we arrived and will buy the rest of the food for the next 10 days in Wanaka tonight or
tomorrow.
Love to all,
David

Behind the scenes at Orientation, 4th – 5th of March 2007.
The bus left from outside the library at 9am on the first Saturday morning of the semester. All 80-odd trampers
piled in, and took off towards the Cascades car park. The trips were then divided into ‘easy’ ‘medium’ and
‘stream bash’. The destination - the A.U.T.C hut and the site of the legendary annual Orientation party!
Meanwhile, James, Nova and I had come into the hut the short way via Anawhata road, carrying a large disco
ball and various other decorations. We started hanging up the streamers, and arranging the battery-powered
fairy lights around the room and blowing up the balloons for the party.
Back in the Cascades, the various groups were tramping past the Cascade Kauri grove and clambering through
the streams. Eventually most people arrived and then we headed down to Pig Wallow stream for a swim, and
the stream bash people joined us.
When we returned to the hut, a minor problem was revealed when the stereo was found to be malfunctioning,
so I raced back to the Anawhata road end, drove out to my parents’ place in Titirangi and got the stereo and
then drove back in time for dinner (tasty burritos!) with my battery-powered stereo and batteries in tow.
The party got started and the newbies were introduced to the wonders of the phone book game and punch of
mysterious origin. As the music blared there was rafter climbing, table traverses, and some kind of wrestling
game on the table. As the usual Orientation hijinks were underway the partiers were steadily engaged in
getting to know one another and roaming around the hut between tents and the long drop in the light of the
full moon. Fairy lights glittered from the ceiling beams and a nearby ponga tree, the disco ball sparkled in the
corner and waving streamers occasionally entangled passers by. Eventually most people went to bed in the
usual Orientation fashion, sleeping on mattresses on the deck, in the kitchen, under tables, by the fire and
some even on the bunks and in tents!
The next day we got up and started the tramping trips down to Piha from the hut. These were ‘easy’ ‘medium’
and ‘stream bash’ again. Eventually most people made it to Piha beach for ice cream and swimming at the
beach, while there was a slightly anxious wait for the stream bash group, who luckily arrived just on time for
the bus which was waiting to pick everyone up. All in all, it was a fantastic party, and a great way to start the
awesome AUTC year of 2007.
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Lake Waikaremoana

Waikaremoana Trip, April 2007.
Author: Matthew Molloy.
Trampers: Joseph Nelson, Mildred Tan, Nathan
Gortersmith, Matthew Molloy.
Waikaremoana; Sea of rippling waters. As the
speed boat cut across the reflection of the
majestic Panekiri bluffs it did not seem that at
all. The sun cheerfully peeked over the mist flanked hills as we ripped towards our
destination. It was going to be a great trip.
The first day was fairly eventful. Joseph, Nathan
and I customised our route around a small
headland while Mildred stuck to the track. The
time delay meant we were out past dusk, and
we almost bumped into a deer crashing through
the bush. The next day saw blue skies, as
pristine as the last, and we quickly finished the
lakeside portion of the track before visiting a
nice waterfall. Our torches got good use again
that night, and we gatecrashed our fellow
travellers at Panekiri hut around 8pm.
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Situated high above the lake, the Panekiri section
of the track offered the most spectacular views of
all. The next morning we were awestruck by the
panoramas, and frequently stopped at precipitous
drops to soak it all in. Nathan and Joseph
confidently leapt around the edges like mountain
goats. I was a little more edgy. Finishing the trip in
three days, we decided to row across
Waikaremoana's smaller sister, Waikareiti.
I
enjoyed this lake even more. Its waters were
astonishingly clear. Waikareiti is one of the few
New Zealand lakes without European lake weed.
It formed 18 000 years ago in a colossal landslide
and is sprinkled with islets. One even contains its
own lake, making it a lake on an island on a lake on
an island!
This trip was outstanding, and I would rate it the nicest subalpine trip in the North Island. The bush is dense
and teeming with life. The lakes and waters are some of the clearest I've seen. Please go if you haven't. You'll
return a fuller person.
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Cave Party, 14th of April.
Cave party 2007 began with a tramp along the Omanawanui track. This is an amazing track that follows a ridge
and gives spectacular views over to the other side of the harbour and across the coast line on the northern
side. The plan was to head up Omanawanui track and then down the inland Kura track on the way back. It
started spitting as we got to the highest point on the Omanawanui track, so we turned back and went back to
the caves.
We set up our tents at the cave campsite and started arranging the fairy lights around the inside of the cave.
We went wandering around the beach and had a brief exploration of the surrounding area. I laid down a large
tarpaulin on the ground and we started to assemble some rugs, a battery-powered stereo and our cave party
tribal feast. We had brought an assemblage of potluck delights; the dinner was one of the healthiest dinners
imaginable with all manner of fruit and vegies, it was sure to garner the Heart Foundation seal of approval!
As we dined amid a sea of flickering tea light candles the twilight gloom gave way to a starry night sky, and out
of the darkness John and Tom suddenly appeared. John had just gotten off the plane from Great Barrier Island,
back from assessing a gold Duke of Edinburgh trip. The group he had been assessing had been failed because
they hadn’t brought enough food, made John carry most of their gear, threw his sleeping bag into the rain at
one point and refused to finish the trip requirements! Having been deprived of food for the past few days,
John was pretty hungry and quickly polished off a left over bacon and egg pie from our feast.
Andy and Lucy then gave us a fire staff display. The cave was a particularly safe place for such a display as it
was very roomy, and with a sandy floor that had no chance of catching fire. After the fabulous fire display,
some of us roamed around, exploring the other caves by torch light, including the biggest. Eventually, in the
small hours of the morning, we decided to go to bed and woke up to a sunrise over the Whatipu wetlands. We
packed up and went back home, with sand through our hair and most of our belongings, tired and happy.

Progressive Dinner, 19th of May.
Dinner partiers: Mark Wheldon, Jane, Liana Middledorp, Hayden Parks, Andy Baddeley, Tom Goodman, Rob
Connolly, Rebecca Caldwell, Janelle Droubay, Richard Greatrex, Bryan Black, Kylie Brewer, Leigh, Mikhal,
Nathan, Lei Zhang, Tom, Jenny Laube, Charis Wong, Loni, Craig, James Russell, Hamish, Kun Lu, Shane Windsor,
Matt Molloy, Ting, Mildred, Rachel Beresford, Owen Lee, Nova Jiang, Stephanie Carl, Inga Vatne, John Deverall,
Sofia, Claire, and Jenny.
Organisers and food helpers: Janet, Mildred, Kun, Jane, Mark Wheldon, Claire Oliver, Craig, Charis, Jenny, and
Andy.
At 6pm we meet up at the bus stop outside the general library. We admired everyone’s hairstyles for a while
and posed for photos for passers by. The hairstyles were amazing. Claire had put maple leaves in her hair like a
wood nymph, Rob had green spikes in his, Charis had pig tails with wire in them, Ting had pegs in her hair,
Matt had cut half of his off and Nova had a miniature boat in hers! Everyone jumped on the 53 seater bus and
we headed off.
First stop was Mark Wheldon's house in Grey Lynn where we had entrees; we arrived to crusty bread and dips,
along with lemon sorbet. Next was Andy's house in Orakei where we had mains - lots of pizza, meat balls and
veggies. Then we headed over to my place in Greenlane for the party. We had seven litres of ambrosia,
cheesecake, fruit salad, mallowpuffs, feijoas, kiwifruit and chocolate fish. We announced the prizes, which had
been generously donated by Living Simply. Rob won a compass for best male costume, Nova won a cooker for
best female costume, and Rebecca won a head torch for best dancer in the dance off.
Then we went back to town on the bus and some of us went to go and see some bands play in town. All in all a
great night!
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Kawekas Trip, Mid-Semester Break.
Author: Jane Dudley.
Trampers: Jane Dudley, Richard Greatrex, Rion Gulley.
We set out as necessity dictated at 4pm from Auckland, and got to roughly where we thought we should camp
for the night at 12am. It had started raining as we drove down the metalled road to the obscure Kuripapango
campsite, so we decided that we would just sleep in the car. I had a great night’s sleep in the passenger seat,
but since Rion and Richard were taller than me they weren't too comfortable.
Day One.
We got up the next morning and proceeded to work out where the start of the track should be. We drove
down the road and found a suitable car park for Richard’s car, which was nicely tucked out of sight (that area
isn't known as a bad spot for break-ins, but just in case), and we set off on our merry way. Before we left we
read over the information board about the Kawekas, which detailed the various fire burns offs, pest animal
invasions, logging, and ill fated attempts at farming of the Kawekas in past years, before they were turned back
to the bush. Our first stop was the locked cable way, next to a quaint, falling apart structure from the 1960's.
The next thing we had to do was think about crossing the river, which was very large and swollen, and pretty
much had DODGY written all over it. We would have also had to have crossed it multiple times during the day.
I was glad to have experienced co-trampers with me, who also agreed that it would have been a dodgy
crossing, so we unanimously decided to head for the hut the higher way, which was a longer day, but safer.
Our first destination was Kiwi Saddle Hut, and then we planned to head down to Kiwi Mouth Hut. We climbed
up through the bush and as we tramped up, we started to get some great views of the surrounding hills, and
the river below. We started one of the eroded slips that the Kawekas is known for, which was quite slippery
and steep. They are apparently caused by the deer that roam around the range. We kept on climbing up and
got great views of the rugged, bush-covered hills around us, and over to the sea on the east coast. There was
some misty rain which made rainbows over the hills. As we started to get higher there were more alpine
shrubs and herbs around us. Rion told Richard and me about a game where you gain a point for every time you
fall over on your bum and a half point for every time you fall over and stop yourself with your hands. The
person with the most points has to buy everyone else ice cream sundaes on the way home. Rion told us this
after he had just taken a tumble, so it seemed like a good deal. Later on, we all took a few slips, partly due to
the wet, muddy and snowy conditions. We stopped at a high point for lunch, and we could see a snow
covered high point far away which we guessed was Kaweka J, which was to be our destination later in the trip.
The weather was quite strange and there were some cold winds and then a sort of soft hail, which didn't last
long, and then it was back to patchy sun amongst the clouds. The Kawekas are behind many of the other
ranges, so is fairly dry compared to bush ranges on the other side of the coast, since most of the wind and rain
comes from the south west. We continued on through some tops country that gave us great views, and some
exotic pines that were scattered around. There were a few points with fairly substantial drop offs that
required a little bit of care. After a while we started to head down and got out of the cold wind into a sheltered
saddle, where we found Kiwi Saddle Hut. Kiwi Saddle Hut was a lovely little hut, freshly painted and tidy. We
stopped and had some hot chocolate and tea. Then we headed on to Kiwi Mouth Hut. This involved a lot of
downhill. We had heard hardly any birds the whole way, and I think I heard only one on the way to Kiwi Mouth
Hut.
The bush has its own character, but it was heavily logged and has a lot of pest animals all through it. We
headed steeply downhill, over more of the slippery Kaweka yellow clay slips and down to a little river. Then we
started doing MORE uphill. We slugged up and up and up again. We started walking up the extremely greasy
clay slips again, and up through the bush until we finally got to a fine high point, and started heading steeply
downhill. The descent was extremely steep clay for a lot of the way, and occasionally one of us would knock a
rock out as we were tramping down, which posed a menace to the others. It was starting to get dark, so we
had to get the head torches out after a while.
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Eventually after a pretty sturdy day we got to the bright orange Kiwi Mouth Hut. Next to a babbling brook, it
stands at 140 metres elevation. We had done about 1400 metres climbing that day, but oh well!! It was one of
the many deer hunting huts built in the Kawekas in the 1960's and like the others lovingly maintained by locals
who visit it. As it got dark, I started preparing dinner, Richard started setting up the mountain radio and Rion
went to find firewood. The stars came out and it was a wonderfully clear night. Rion spotted a possum
gnawing on some tea tree near the hut, and attempted to kill it with an axe, but it got away in time.
Day Two.
We rose, packed up our things, and headed off for a sturdy day of lots of uphill travel. The weather forecast on
our trusty mountain radio had alerted us to the fact that the weather would pack in in the afternoon, so we
were keen to try to avoid the worst of it. About 5 minutes down the track we had to do a small river crossing.
It was only a small side stream, but the current was quite strong and it required proper river crossing. We
emerged from the stream pretty wet and headed UP! After about half an hour we had a great view of the hills
around us and the valleys below, and our hut, painted bright orange beneath us.
The trip that day consisted of following the ridge line mostly, and some of the track was a 'track' and some was
'cairned route' which meant that we had to be careful to make sure we were going in the right direction. As we
tramped along, presently we got to the dried out, yellowing carcass of a beheaded deer. It was a disturbing
sight, and bad form on the part of the hunter who left it right next to the hut, because at one point it must
have smelt REALLY bad for everyone tramping past.
We kept going and the temperature started to drop. The bush was turning into scrub and we kept on going up
and up and getting great views of the hills around. There were some steel grey clouds looming off in the
distance, and we were keen to keep heading onwards so that we wouldn't spend too much time caught in
them. We carried on and started getting into some alpine scrubland, which is a favourite of mine. Full of
interesting coloured plants of maroon, orange, ochre, silver and all kinds of greens. We got to a high rocky
outcrop and got some great views of the hills around us, some cliffs and bluffs and rainbows. You could also
see the rain starting to fall on the hills further west and starting to sweep towards us. We kept following the
ridge and stopped at one point for lunch, when it started raining a fine misty rain. We had proper rain gear
which helped, so we tramped on. We got to some beech forest, with thick patches of green moss underneath,
interspersed with patches of snow. We cursed (again) our complete lack of cameras! Onwards we tramped,
ever uphill in the dripping snowy forest. We eventually got to the turn off towards Back Ridge Bivouac, but
because it was quite a reasonable walk to the bivouac (30 mins one way) we decided we didn't have enough
time to check it out. We continued on towards our destination for the night, Back Ridge Hut.
The weather was raining pretty steadily by now and we keep on climbing up. We got to a valley and started
heading down towards the hut. We had to cross a pretty little stream with hebes dangling into it, which would
make a great photo when they are in flower! And we got to the hut. Being soaking wet, I took the opportunity
to change out of my wet clothes and into my dry clothes to ward off hypothermia and we started to get the
fire going. We were surprised to hear noise outside, and found two other trampers there! It came as a bit of a
shock since we hadn't seen anyone else at all on our trip. It was only a small 4 bunk hut, and Rion gallantly
volunteered to sleep on the floor. We made our dinners in the little hut and Richard got the fire going.
Day Three.
We got up, packed up our stuff, and set off. Before we left the hut, I spotted a North Island robin, which was
the first bird I had seen on the whole trip. We started heading UP again, winding our way up out of the valley,
through tussock and alpine shrubs. Our destination for the day was Kaweka J Hut. Then we planned to head on
to MacKintosh Hut. We tramped steadily upwards, coming across patches of snow in parts, and steadily
heading up until we got to a ridge line which we started following. We started to get great views of the hills
around us and we headed on and as we did the vegetation had become more alpine still. There were rocks
covered in red and black lichen and patches of wonderful alpine plants in all sorts of strange colours and
shapes.
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We kept slogging on to the top of the ridge, when we got to an intersection. We got fantastic views to our left
and right of the hills around us, and we weren't far from the highest peak in the Kawekas, Kaweka J! We
headed on across the tussock. It was pretty cold and windy up there, but we got to the highest peak, which
was marked by a memorial cairn of stones. It had been put there by the Heretaunga tramping club as a
memorial to the fallen tramping club members from the Second World War. We had an amazing view out to
the sea across from Napier and to Ruapehu on the other side. We headed off down the ridge, and kept getting
brilliant views as we tramped along. We got to the turn off to Studholme Hut, but we decided to keep going,
because we hadn't been walking for too long. We caught a glimpse of a pair of peaks called 'the tits'!! But we
didn't head over the tits; instead we veered off on an interesting route through some pine forest. There were
some sharp drop offs, which made for stunning views, but you wouldn't want to lose your footing around
them! We headed off along the route, with the odd cairn, a piece of plastic flagging tape or a plastic bag
serving as a marker now and again.
We headed downhill along the ridge. At one point we had to do a little bit of rock climbing, with a bit of a drop
off underneath! We got through that, and kept going. We were still pretty high up, so we had quite a lot of
downhill to cover. We kept going until we got to some flatter country, and soon enough we got to Mackintosh
Hut. The hut was kept in pristine condition and had just been painted bright orange by some local enthusiasts!
We had the 'gourmet' meal we had been saving for our last night, which consisted of three courses, including a
delicious and appropriately named 'Kaweka' meal.
Day Four.
We had heard that it was going to rain the next day, and sure enough, when we woke up it was drizzling. We
didn't have far to go to the road end, so the plan was that Rion would run ahead and Richard and I would walk
behind, Rion would pick up the car and then we would be off. So super-fit Rion took off, and we tramped
along. The track wound through some lush beech forest and then down steeply into a valley where we had to
cross a three wire, always fun!! And then, in the true vein of the trip, more UPHILL! We got to the top, walked
a little further and popped out onto a road! The complicating factor was that it was a whole lot of maze-like
and ever changing forestry roads, but our navigation skills did us well and in a pretty short amount of time
Rion appeared and we could get out of our wet rain gear and take off.
We stopped off at McDonalds in Taupo where Rion bought us sundaes :-) Then we ran across a grassy field in
foul, sleeting weather to reach the ever faithful Spa Road hotpools, which despite the freezing temperatures
and rain were well worth it once inside!

Whirinaki Trip, 9th – 12th of July.
Author: Kylie Brewer
Trampers: Kylie Brewer, Simon Mills, Claire Oliver, Jenny Laube, Aidan Thorp, Craig Smith, Kylie Johnson,
Nathan Gortersmith, Thomas Goodman, Jeff Ducrot.
th

Monday 9 July
Anyone who has ever tried organising transport for a trip will realise that it is rather a mission. After picking up
the van bright and early and packing our gear and group food, Simon and I quickly realised that we would not
be able to accommodate eight more packs and eight more people so it was back to the rental van hire
company to hire a luggage trailer which was perfect. We picked up our fellow trampers from Uni and were
met with some interesting glances at the sight of the trailer. It was a fairly uneventful trip down with brief
stops in Matamata, Rotorua (to pick up the mountain radio that Claire had organised) and Murupara to inform
DOC of our intentions. We arrived at the car park at the start of the track; the dirt road leading to the car park
was full of massive pot holes which made for some interesting manoeuvres.
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We eventually started tramping at 2.30pm. The first day of the track is reasonably flat and undemanding with
lots of interesting bush and spectacular podocarp forest, and much of it runs alongside the Whirinaki River. We
saw a blue duck (Whio), a rare sight, but common along this track. About an hour into the tramp we passed
the Whirinaki Falls which are very impressive. We made it to Vern’s Camp, the site of an old track cutters’
camp, the half way point and our break stop just as darkness was beginning to fall. The next couple of hours to
the hut were in the dark, and to keep our minds off how far we still had to go we entertained ourselves by
guessing our arrival time and how many footbridges we still had to cross to reach the hut. Along the way we
saw a few glow worms and some giant wetas which were met with mixed reactions. We knew we were near
the hut when we reached the tunnel; yes a tunnel in the middle of the bush is pretty rare and unusual. We
reached Central Whirinaki Hut shortly after 7pm and the faster members of the group already had the fire
going, even though it was a bit smoky. We were lucky enough to have the hut all to ourselves and spread
ourselves out. We ate our dinner of mince and pasta followed by chocolate pudding before everyone headed
off to bed as it had been a pretty long day.
th

Tuesday 10 July

Walking alongside the Whirinaki River, day two.

No one was in a hurry to move this morning, and we enjoyed a leisurely breakfast but then again, that’s what
tramping is all about - taking your time! We eventually tidied up the hut and left on day two of our journey.
The weather was pretty overcast and it was a bit cold. The track proved a bit more challenging today and while
still mostly flat for the first couple of hours, a couple of trees had blown over and across the track after the
massive and destructive snow storms that Whirinaki experienced in 2006. One tree proved particularly
challenging with the guys having to assist the girls to scramble over. There was some great team work on this
tramp! We reached the swing bridge and just over the other side were some caves, so we dropped our packs,
grabbed our head torches and began exploring. The caves are pumice, formed by stream water wearing into a
pumice deposit to create one large cavern and a smaller one behind it. The cave had lots of tunnels which
seemed to go on for quite a while. We had lunch at the caves as they were sheltered from the howling winds.
Just as we were finishing lunch we heard an almighty crack somewhere up above. I have never seen anyone
move as fast as Simon did and we sat in fear and anticipation waiting for a tree to come crashing down from
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above the cave, but it never did. We all sat there slightly stunned and shaken. A few of us had left our packs
just outside the cave and when we went to retrieve them we heard another cracking sound, this time further
up the valley. We looked up the hill but no tree came crashing down.
After lunch we had a steady climb up to the ridge. By this time it was getting pretty overcast, cold and windy.
The ridge offered some fantastic views out over the forest park and down to the river below. It was whilst
walking along the ridge that Nathan had his first encounter with stinging nettle (Ongaonga). He carefully
leaned over to observe this unusual and vicious plant and fell into the middle of a rather large patch of it,
much to everyone’s amusement. He had some nice red patches on his legs as a souvenir of his encounter.
We had a chocolate break at the signpost to the Plateau Road car park and Upper Whirinaki Hut. We carried
on and had a bit more of a climb to the ridge, by now it was starting to get dark and rather cold and beginning
to rain. We stopped and rugged up and from certain vantage points along the track we could see the rain over
all the ridges and the very beginnings of snow forming and wondered if indeed it would be cold enough to
snow tonight. We had to negotiate the steep downhill from the ridge to the stream in the rain and darkness
and negotiate the mud with the limited light of our head torches. Eventually after a slow and careful trek we
made it to the stream. At 6.30pm we had to endure half a dozen stream crossings before reaching a clearing
and the Upper Whirinaki Hut. Freezing cold water at that time of night is very invigorating and we had no
choice but to go through it. It was the last time any of us had dry boots for the rest of the tramp.
Cold and wet, we were looking forward to warming up at the hut, dinner and chilling out by the fire. We
should be so lucky!! We arrived at the hut to be greeted by the faster members of our group and 15 people
from Pukekohe High School, including two teachers, on a Silver Duke of Edinburgh Tramp. Nine bed huts do
not accommodate 25 very comfortably. They had kindly offered us two beds but we decided we had no choice
but to camp outside. Just as we went to pitch our tents it began to rain again and continued raining for the rest
of the night. We ate our dinner of pasta and veggies and decided that tonight dessert was not an option and
tomorrow night we’d have a feast. After dinner we all retired to the tents early and chatted for a while before
drifting off to sleep. Only Thomas was brave enough to sleep in the hut with the chatty school kids and he

Upper Whirinaki Hut.
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didn’t get much sleep. Little did we know that Auckland, Northland and Coromandel were experiencing big
storms, high winds and power cuts! We just had wind and rain and I’m sure most of us have camped in worse!
th

Wednesday 11 July
When we woke up this morning it was still raining, and we lay in our tents till the school kids had left so that
we could have the hut to ourselves and some peace and quiet! We had breakfast, cleaned up the hut and
packed away some very wet tents. We put on our wet boots and jackets and set off for a day of tramping in
the rain and splashing through streams.
The first part of the track was through some interesting forest and bush and large mud puddles that some of
us, including myself, managed to find the deepest parts of – nice! Before long there were more stream
crossings, and after about four we all lost count and would splash through them, many were only ankle deep.
We stopped for lunch in the rain at the junction of Kakaiti and Taumutu Streams. Here we had to make a
decision about whether to push on for a few more hours to Mangamate Hut, and hopefully some peace, or to
take the short trip back to Central Whirinaki Hut. Everyone voted to continue on to Mangamate Hut - no one
wanted to face the school kids again!
The afternoon’s tramping involved more splashing through streams down in the valley, and some very
beautiful and scenic bush. The track climbs from the stream and up a saddle to Mangamate Hut, and along the
way we made a couple of stops for Nathan to carefully collect cuttings of stinging nettle for his greenhouse
back home. His experiences earlier in the week obviously hadn’t put him off! We arrived at the hut shortly
after 5pm, to find we had it all to ourselves. The faster members of the group had the fire going and hot water
ready for drinks. It was still raining, so we could only imagine the views that must be visible from the hut. After
changing into dry clothes we set about preparing our feast of rice, tuna, salami, veggies and our gourmet
dessert of chocolate instant pudding and apple crumble. Yum!
After dinner we played a game of murder which involved much conspiring. It turned out that we had some
very devious members in the group! Slowly everyone drifted off to bed, with a few people staying up to
continue playing cards.

A bit of stream bashing.
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Thursday 12 July
Yet again it was still raining this morning, bit it looked as though it might ease off. We were up soon after 7am
so that we could visit the hot pools later in the afternoon. We had breakfast, cleaned up the hut, had a few
group photos and set off once again in the rain for our final day of tramping. Today’s tramping was more
stream crossings; some through some particularly fast water, but also with some beautiful scenery. Eventually
the weather began to clear around lunchtime. The track left the rushing waters of the Upper Mangamate
Stream, and led us up a bit of a ridge looking down to the river below. The fast group had already powered off
ahead, and we had agreed to meet up with them again at the car park. Little did we know they’d taken the
wrong track and headed off up to the ridge along the somewhat challenging 4 wheel drive track! Oops!
Meanwhile our half of the group was enjoying a leisurely walk with views to the river below. We stopped on
the bridge over the Te Whaiti-nui-a-toi Canyon and were admiring the unusual rock formations when the other
half of our group appeared, somewhat confused as to how we’d managed to get ahead of them! The error of
their ways was later revealed! We regrouped for the last ten minutes to the car park, and compared tracks.
Back at the car park it was into dry clothes and a quick bite to eat before we hit the road and headed off to the
hot pools to soak away the aches and pains from the past few days. As a result of the storms there were a
couple of trees across the road, which we’d been warned about by a couple we met near the end. We had a
quick stop in Murupara to let them know we’d come out safely, but it was only after returning to civilisation in
Rotorua that we found out we’d missed a rather violent and destructive storm while we’d been away and
there were still people without power. Back in Rotorua it was fine but cold, and we stopped at the Blue Baths
for a quick but relaxing soak in the hot pools while watching the sunset, then it was off to the Fat Dog café for
dinner. For anyone who has never been, I highly recommend it. An uneventful drive home with a few alphabet
runs of ingredients, cars, cities, music groups, and movies to pass the time. We eventually arrived back in
Auckland after midnight and were very thankful that the van rental company had after hours drop off!

Working our way through some fabulous forest.
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The 75th Jubilee Dinner and May Camp, 27th - 29th of July.
The celebration of the Auckland University Tramping Club Jubilee began on the 27th of July with a formal
dinner held in the Engineering Atrium. Over 300 past and current members of the tramping club attended the
dinner. A.U.T.C. members were present from every generation since the club had been in existence. The oldest
member was Beverley Williamson, who joined the club in 1937. Speeches were given by the A.U.T.C.
president, Dr. David Gauld and the 2007 club captain, Jane Dudley. A recorder performance was given by
current club and 2007 committee member, John Deverall. The evening was spent with numerous
reminiscences from club members, who had wonderful memories of past trips and adventures that A.U.T.C.
had brought them over the years. Even after the dinner was finished, former and current club members stayed
up late into the night outside the hall, exchanging phone numbers and stories. The 75th Jubilee committee had
worked for months to organise the event, and had even produced Jubilee T-shirts and a special Jubilee
commemorative magazine.
The current A.U.T.C. committee had also worked hard to organise May Camp at the traditional Hunua camp
the next day. Club members congregated at the Hunua camp in the morning and went for various tramps in
the Hunuas that day. The weather was sunny and perfect for tramping. Meanwhile, back at the camp,
preparations were underway in the kitchen for the great tramping club banquet and the decorations in the hall
were being steadily put in place. The theme for May Camp dress ups was 'The era I was born in' which ensured
an interesting array of costumes. The revellers were led into the hall and the marvellous banquet, carefully
prepared by the food team, was placed before the crowds. After dinner, prizes were given out for the best
dressed people and dancing began with the square dancing of the 1950s and 1960s, which all generations
participated in. Later in the evening, we had music from the 1970s, 1980s, 1990s and 2000s. The May Camp
party continued late into the night, with some party animals staying up until dawn. In the morning, cleaning up
began. The A.U.T.C. Hut in the Waitakeres had also been booked out for the Sunday, and some keen 'Old Soles'
headed out there after May Camp for lunch
Thanks to the Jubilee committee for their contribution to such a successful event; Brian Davis, David Gauld,
Penny Brothers, Melanie Abbott, Jean Mansill, Shane Windsor, Anthea Johnson, Owen Lee, Jane Dudley and
Mildred Tan.
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Mount Pirongia-Tahuanui Track, 11th – 12th of August.
Author: Charis Wong
Trampers: Craig Smith (leader) Rob Connolly, Rebecca Caldwell, Jeff Ducrot, Mildred Tan, Joerg Hackinger,
Emmanuel Valdenaire, Hanneke Gelderblom, Bettina Gertjerenken, HaeWon Ryu Esther, Alexandra Lacey,
David Bauer, Klemens Schwartz, Scott Baker, Aleah Sommers, Hayden Zhang, Charis Wong (leader).
“…..Fingers crossed for beautiful weather!” Craig and I wished while we were organizing the bits and pieces
for this tramp. Or maybe just couple hours of clear sky would be enough to satisfy us! Perhaps this is what all
trampers wish when they are heading for a good time far away from civilization!
On Saturday morning we met outside the General Library just as usual. After we’d said hi and introduced
ourselves to everyone, we popped into the car and “Here we goooooo Mount Pirongia!!” And yes we didn’t
actually leave till about an hour later than we’d said we would... Just as usual! The adventure began shortly
after we left our meeting place. Even road trips can be adventures in their own right! Some of us got lost in the
confusion of Hamilton, Scott’s van broke down on the way, and they all needed to get out and push it for bits
of the journey. But no matter what, we made it to the start of the track eventually. ☺
We were running late and the clouds above us were getting thicker and thicker, which made some of us a bit
nervous. It was almost 1pm, and getting to the hut before dark became a bit of a mission (it’s a five hour
tramp...). We quickly got ourselves ready and started our journey. After a 40 minute walk along a slightly
boring gravelled path through farmland, we eventually reached the bush. It’s a pretty nice forest, which felt so
different from the bush in Auckland. After about two hours of tramping, we stopped for a break overlooking a
beautiful view of the valley. And oh, who said that trampers eat crappy food during a tramp?! We ate like
gourmets! Scott, Jeff and Klemens were taking very good care of their stomachs. They had their gourmet
hotdog with mustard, cheese, sausage, tomato
sauce, tuna etc. And please note, this was only their
snack time!
(From left to right: Klemens, Jeff & Scott enjoying
their gourmet hotdogs during break time)
As we went further up, the vegetation changed,
which was very interesting to see, and we found
ourselves tramping in the clouds too (*cough*, or it
might just be fog!). The bush had also got messier
where we went off track for couple of times, and had
to bash through the bush to find our way. This
definitely made our tramp more adventurous!
About half way, the weather got worse, and it started to rain heavily. The rain wouldn’t stop as we went
further up but even simply grew heavier. Under these crappy conditions, we divided into three smaller groups
according to our pace. (As those who have tramped with me will know, I belonged to the back group, going at
my slowest pace ever, so the stories of the remaining track for the other two groups remain as mysteries!).
The “exuberant” on our scale had dropped sharply to “miserable”. Five hours (which is the time suggested by
DOC) of tramping was long gone. We hadn’t even reached the summit yet which was suggested to be 20
minutes away from the hut. We found ourselves walking in a river of muddy water, which gradually became a
mud waterfall. This was because we had reached the hardest bit of the track. Eventually, we reached the
summit of Mt. Pirongia (972m) which was a highlight that I had planned for this tramp. But we didn’t really feel
like bothering anymore; it only made a short break spot for us to refresh our minds.
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The sky had turned dark, we felt exhausted, freezing and miserable. Added to this, the wind, rain and
fog/clouds, had definitely pushed the difficultly of the track up a few grades. Climbing up and down, and bum
sliding became frequent actions. With blank minds, we just kept on walking and walking. And finally, we made
it to the hut. Yay! Warmth!
It was a tiny hut which only slept 6-8 people. But unbelievably,
17 of us could all squeeze in, along with two other trampers!
With the warmth and our very nice groupies who had arrived
first and started preparing for dinner (Tortillas, YAY!), our
happiness levels rose quickly back up again! After dinner, we all
sat down and chatted. And believe it or not, Manu suddenly
brought out a bottle of fruit wine from his home back in France.
As I remember, it was made of blackcurrants. WOW, he carried
a whole bottle of wine all the way up to 970ish meters! And
more interestingly, we had music in the hut too; Hayden had
brought his iPod and speakers! At bedtime Manu brought out
this absolutely cute sleeping bag which was actually a sown-up
blankie! Very cute! Interesting things do happen in tramps,
don’t they? ☺
(Picture of Manu with his cute sleeping bag)
The next morning, we all got excited again, packed and cleaned
up the hut. Then, we were off again! The weather was way
better, no more rain but a few clouds. On our way, reviewing
the hardest bit we tramped in the dark, some of us were
actually surprised that we didn’t break anything when we made our way through this at night! After a while,
we reached the summit of Mount Pirongia. This time, we did bother to stop, and took pictures of the view with
Mount Ruapehu and Mount Taranaki behind the clouds (Oh, and we found their directions with Craig’s
compass!).
After appreciating the view, we continued to make our way back. Under better weather conditions and during
the daytime, the bush looks even more beautiful. Changes in vegetation through altitude do make the tramp
more interesting as well. Eventually, we made our way back to the bottom of Mt. Pirongia.
(In this picture, we have Craig pointing at
our Mount Taranaki behind the clouds)
Our adventure had not yet ended; here we
explored a 20m long limestone cave. I
stayed out with some others, but according
to what I heard, it was surely cool, and
narrow, clayish and involved some crawling
too! It’s definitely a must-go if you make a
trip to Mt. Pirongia forest park.
And finally, that was the end of our
awesome Mt. Pirongia Trip!!
(Picture overleaf: the 20m limestone cave)
In conclusion, we all had an awesome time
and made some great friends. What I could see in this tramp was a bunch of awesome people helping each
other out, getting things through all together. Craig and Mildred helping our new tramper Hayden to re-pack,
so he could tramp more comfortably; Scott & Klemens fixing Esther’s broken boots with their spare boots
laces; Becks & Rob encouraging our slower group; Others taking care of the late-comers to the hut, and lots
and lots of other examples. These might only look like tiny li'l random things, but they do meant so much to
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people. Perhaps, this is what tramping is all about, and where the
awesomeness is…… Hmm...at least that’s why I love tramping! ☺

(In this picture, I proudly
introduce our awesome Mt.
Pirongia goers . . . plus me behind
the camera *sobs*. Haha just
jokes :P)
Also, a super big thank you to
Claire and Craig for the support,
and for helping me to lead my first
tramp. And of course, a super big
thank you to those who came
along to this tramp! Awesome
memories! Tramp hard, trampers!
☺

Hut Birthday Party, 25th of August.
Trampers: Claire, Aidan, Jane, Kate, Will, John, Rebecca, Rob, Richard, Matthew, Juliet, Jeff, Rebecca, Alex,
Stephan, Matt, Ting, Charis, George, Craig.
rd

The Hut Birthday party was to celebrate the official 63 year of A.U.T.C.’s ownership of it, but recent archival
findings point to the accurate age of the A.U.T.C. hut being around 81 or 82 years old, since it is believed to
have been constructed in 1925 or 1926 as a timber camp cookhouse, which was built to replace another one
which had been destroyed in a storm.
We headed out to the hut on Saturday. One group of our party decided to take the traditional route out to the
hut via the train, getting off at Swanson and tramping in to the hut. The other group decided to come in to the
hut the short way from Anawhata road. Being shortly after the A.U.T.C. Jubilee, there were large amounts of
wine and beer left over, which needed to be dutifully consumed at the hut Christmas party.
We headed out to the hut, put up the faithful battery-powered fairy lights and began on our tasty pot luck
meal. Dinner mainly consisted of salads - all kinds of salads - potato salad, green salad, pasta salad, rice salad.
Then we cracked into the beers and started the twister, rafter climbing and table traversing. Even some
dancing broke out at one point! Later in the night we moved on to drinking games. Drinks were split all over
the floor, and marshmallows burnt over the fire and consumed. The party finished at about 4am, where we
decided it was about time to go to sleep. We then groggily packed up and rocked out, slowly, towards the road
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end, carting backpacks full of beer bottles and other detritus, as trail runners floated nimbly past us over the
mud. All in all a fabulous party!

And The Train Group . . .
Trampers: Matthew Yan, Jenny Waite, Alex Lacey, Stefan Wender, Ben Adam, Jeff Ducrot, Juliet Thomborsen,
Jeorge, Richard Greatrex
The traditional way to get out to the hut is to hop on the train Downtown, get off at Swanson, then tramp out
to the hut. This year we decided to revive the tradition after a few years of stagnation. Obviously, Auckland
trains are not what they used to be. Our train ride turned into a half-hour wait (“Viola apologises to passengers
for the delay on the Western Line, due to mechanical breakdown”), followed by a taxi to Newmarket (“We’re
finding another train”), followed by an actual, real life, moving, working (well, moving anyway) train, followed
by a bus transfer (“maintenance on the tracks”).
Eventually, we started tramping through Swanson, attracting the attention of both little old ladies drinking tea,
and high school kids smoking weed. Finally making it into the bush, the day seemed to at last be under way.
We followed the Swanson pipeline to the Waitakere Dam, where we had lunch. Fence Line Track had
undergone a revamp and re-alignment recently, and proved to be a really pleasant walk in the sun overlooking
the reservoir.
A quick sprint to Simla, and then an even quicker slide down Ridge Road to the hut, arriving first, and settling
in to await the alcohol, (coming in by car).
Sunday proved a much more interesting day, with hangovers affecting many, (but noticeably, only one
international student). We decided to take a different route back today, and had a very interesting time
exploring Cascade Stream (for future reference, Cascade Stream is both beautiful, and NOT traversable going
north from the Cascade Track crossing), and bush bashing out via the Eastern side of the gorge onto Anderson
Track (just the way I planned it).
The stream and bush bash providing quite enough excitement for one day, we headed out to Swanson to play
cards whilst waiting for the last bus of the day back to town (no trains on Sundays).

Waitakere Ranges, 3rd – 6th of September.
Trampers: Nathan Gortersmith (leader), Ryan Choy and Charis Wong (author ☺).
Trampers? No, no. I felt more like I was out with two ancient explorers on this four day tramp! Slightly
different from how I’m used to tramping, but it was an absolutely awesome escape from civilization!
Day One.
Wow, we were such a tiny group! There was only me (Charis), Nathan and his mate Ryan. We met up at McD’s
in Greenlane then headed west to Piha. When we arrived at Piha, we parked the car at Nathan’s auntie’s
house, said “Hi” to the kitty, and off we went. Our destination for the day was the campsite at Whatipu. We
started walking from Piha, all the way along the cliff towards Karekare, then along the beach to Whatipu.
Along the track, we made a detour to the lookout; the view up there was absolutely stunning. We sat at the
cliff edge, listening to the waves, and feeling the breeze. And oh “cliff”! As those who have tramped with
Nathan will know, he has to exploit every chance he gets to apply his signature move! Lying as close to the cliff
edge as possible, he stuck his head out for the view. I’ve also seen him doing this from the top of the 106m
high waterfall at Kaimais!
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(In the picture, if you can look close enough, you will see Nathan lying on the cliff edge, in his classic pose!)
Once we reached Karekare, the weather was beautiful,
the clouds were gone. So the guys decided to go for a
swim in the sea, Ryan claiming that it was the only way
to maintain a non-stinky condition on a tramp like this.
Which made me wonder why tour brochures make
‘collecting glacier water downstream in Milford Sound’
sound like a tourist attraction when stinky trampers
have been swimming upstream! *cough* I’m talking
from personal experience, like ages ago when I first
came to New Zealand as a random tourist.
After the swim, we continued our journey. We walked
and walked, we started to feel tired and asked
questions like “are we there yet?” but obviously, NO!
But there were some interesting things along the beach
which kept us going, birds in the swamps, footprints of
birds which Nathan was very interested in, the beautiful
view of the swamp & dunes area, and a couple of
Moreporks. Eventually, we made it to the super big
cave in Whatipu, where we stayed the night.
(Where we were actually not allowed to *oops*).

Day Two.
After a very good sleep, we all felt
happy and ready to go. The plan for
the day was to tramp along the
Omanawanui track to the end of
Mt. Donald McLean Road, along
Donald McLean track, then Fletcher
track to the campsite by Karamatura
farm.
(Picture on the right hand side was
taken on our way to Whatipu along
the beach) This day’s track felt
more like a tramping track. We
were back in the bush again! From Whatipu, we stream bashed along the Whatipu stream, and then we
tramped up and along the ridge where we got some gorgeous views of the valley. This made a great spot for
lunch.
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(Picture on the left: view up the ridge)
Continuing with this 6-hour-tramp, we started
talking about all sorts of random stuff. The guys
came up with a plan: as there was a stream beside
the next campsite, they planned to compete
swimming naked in the stream, then run up to
reach a particular tree. Obviously, it didn’t happen
after all, due to the cold. (Me absolutely forbidding
this competition may have had something to do
with it also.) After a day-long tramp, we eventually
reached the camp site; it was a very nice place
which was covered with sheep! Yes sure, we were
obviously the outsiders here.

Day Three.
Thirteen hours of sleep was definitely more than enough, we woke up satisfied and happy. We chatted, and
found that we’d all thought about the same thing for the night – the movie “black sheep”! Then, we raised the
question of whether we had enough gas for the remaining two days. Quickly, we all agreed to walk an extra
hour to a dairy at Huia. (Perhaps this was just an excuse for us to get a nice cup of coffee and mince pie...)
After having a lovely breakfast at Huia, we did agree that the extra hourish trip would be worthwhile to boost
up our energy. The plan was to start with Tom Thumb track, then Twin Peaks Track, followed by Huia Ridge
track and eventually along the Odlin Timber track to the campsite by the Cowan stream. Instead of getting
views like Day 2 along the ridge, we got to see quite a few beautiful waterfalls through this tramp. Absolutely
beautiful!
Along the tramp, we chatted randomly as usual. And, believe it or not, We found that our birthdays are on
th
th
th
three consecutive days: the 6 , 7 and 8 of March! What a coincidence! Perhaps we were made to be a good
team?! I sprained my ankle without realizing it until almost the end of the day’s tramp (it’s a long day and we
were rushing on our way to the campsite!). This
was the first time that I had struggled to get my
foot out of my boot! RICE was used for sure,
and a night’s rest made it way better for the
next day.
Day Four.
My ankle was still hurting, but thankfully the
tramp for the day was way easier and shorter
than the previous days. Last day! I couldn’t
believe that time had passed so fast! To
celebrate our journey, we used the last bits of
gas to make super concentrated coffee with
Milo. Then we packed up and got ready to
finish the last bit of our four-day journey. We
finished the remaining stretch of Odlin Timber
track, then the Zion Ridge track, which
connected to the Zion Hill track bringing us back
to Karekare, and then back to Piha via Ahu Ahu
track. On our way, we found this beautiful
waterfall. Finally, we finished the trip by
heading to the closest petrol station, craving
the snacks and junk food we missed!
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In conclusion, I had an awesome time in those four days. I hope that Ryan and Nathan feel the same way! It
felt so different from other tramps that I have been on (tramping with two adventurers! And in a tiny group of
3!), but it was surely a great tramp and yes I enjoyed it! Thank you to Nathan for organizing this tramp and
thanks guys for the company! Great efforts! ☺
Waitakere Ranges might seem to be a boring place for lots of people. Getting further away from home might
sound more interesting, but there ARE loads of good things hiding in this area, nice bush, streams and
awesome views waiting to be explored. It’s definitely a MUST GO! ☺

Motutapare Hut trip (Kaimai-Mamaku Forest Park), 29th – 30th of September.
Author: Richard Greatrex
Trampers: Alex Lacey, Charlotte Watt, Richard Greatrex (leader), Tommy Fergusson
Motutapare Hut is not on the maps, nor marked on the signs at either end of its track. Add to this the fact that
the planned exit track is technically closed, and I could understand why everybody was a little concerned.
However, I had this trip on excellent authority, and Alex, Chantelle and Tommy are hardy souls, so off we
went.
On the way down I had listened to Alex and Chantelle explain all about being vegetarian, and I got thinking…
We parked up by the start of a dirt road heavily used by off-road clubs and bikers. It winds gently uphill
thorough forestry block for a few kilometres before hitting the top of the main ridge which we travelled on for
the rest of the weekend. The track entrance is well marked at the top of the ridge, and provided a good spot
for lunch with clear views of the Bay of Plenty on one side and the Waikato plains on the other. I noticed Alex
and Chantelle eating nice looking vegetarian lunches…
The rest of the day we spent travelling through dense bush, which unfortunately showed the effects of
possums and other pests. It is a surprisingly long way to the hut, the track is slow to traverse in parts, it sidles
down the side of the ridge and back up again, crosses many streams and gets overgrown and slippery in parts.
Modern maps are again lacking in accuracy for track location, although the topography of landforms is
accurate. Luckily the turn-off to the hut is sign posted, near Sentinel Rock. Motutapare has three bunks and
some extra mattresses that allow five to comfortably kip down. It had been recently maintained, and DOC
seems to have given it a new lease on life. We had cunningly prepared a vegetarian dinner, and I had bought
bacon for us guys (strangely, it was a male/female, vegaterian/meat split). All of my open minded thoughts
about perhaps embracing vegetarianism were shattered when I tried vegetarian sausages. I am sticking with
meat.
The second day was far more spectacular. The track quickly gets out onto more rocky and exposed terrain. As
the morning wore on we could see a front clearly moving across the Bay straight toward us. The track winds
around lots of rocky outcrops, and at one point includes a big ladder. Unlike the first day, the morning was full
o
of 360 views. As we sat down for lunch the wind picked up, and soon visibility was down to a hundred meters.
At this stage we were not far away from the end of the main ridge and the next track junction.
The last part of the track took us down into the forestry block, where we were just left to find our own way out
to the road and the 20min walk back to the car.
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Murder Mystery Night, October 2007.
Author: Rebecca Caldwell.
Similar to the board game of Cluedo, this is a virtual role play evening where you are split into groups and each
assigned a character. Throughout the night, you are given individual clues where you then proceed to
interrogate and accuse your peers (other characters) to find out in the end – Who Dunnit It! Beforehand, I
gave each person coming their character and ideas on what they could dress up in. The murder itself was set in
the 1920s and upon a yacht. It was a welcome sight to see people dressed in 1920s costumes and arrive in
style at the conference rooms booked in the Universities architecture conference building. We had tacos for
dinner and lots of lollies and chips for snacks. The night went relatively well despite the host having to become
one of the characters half way through! Getting out was interesting too, but finally after a few calls to Security,
we ventured out. Prizes were given to the best dressed, one of whom was Shane Windsor (you made a fine
Captain Shane), but in all everyone looked amazing. A great night had by all.

Everybody in costume at the Murder Mystery Night.
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Ark in the Park Baiting Day, 20th of October.
Trampers: Jenny Waite, Craig Smith, Claire Daniels, Baukje Lenting, Stefan Wender, Richard Greatrex
This has become an annual trip to assist in the effort to keep the Northern Waitakere Ranges free of pests. The
beginning of the day was a little eventful this year, as it turned out that the co-ordinator had forgotten all
about us, and in fact today wasn’t even an official day! Luckily a few volunteers had turned up to do some
maintenance, and they swiftly changed their plans when they realised what had happened.
So we split up into three groups, were issued bait, hammers (for killing possums), spare bait stations (OK, the
hammers are really for fixing the stations to trees), and an experienced person.
We headed off to the lines, which although a bit of a bush bash, and steep in parts, are not strenuous. It was a
great chance to get into the middle of the bush, and the work the program is doing is obvious, because we
spotted birds everywhere.
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Round the Mountain, 11th – 17th of November.
Author: Will Pollard.
Trampers: Stefan, Christine, Craig, Christina, Jenny, Crispin, Louise, Kate (leader), Will.
In November we went round the mountain. Our party was comprised of Stefan, Christine, Craig, Christina,
Jenny, Crispin, Louise, Kate and myself. We were to follow our fearless leader Kate through seven days of ups,
downs, and a fair bit of sideways.
During the car trip from Auckland to Tongariro National Park on the Sunday, Kate reassured us that “all things
were possible”. This was to include, apparently, the possibility that we would be snowed in for a day, and that
in the end only seven of us would finish the track.
To begin our week-long stroll around the central North Island, we spent a relaxing (ha!) two or three hours
walking up through the bush to Ketetahi hut (part of the Northern Circuit) in perfect sunny weather. Our
dinner of burritos was greatly enhanced by some beautiful views back northward across the lakes. One of us
was heard to remark, “It's quite nice, isn't it?”
Monday morning saw us head up towards the Emerald Lakes, where an impromptu snowball fight took place
under the watchful eye of Mt Tongariro. As there were no casualties, the majority of the group climbed the
steep scree at the edge of the red crater with a view to making the Tongariro summit. The weather remained
clear, and in the end Craig, Stefan and Crispin went to the top while the rest of us returned to the lakes for
lunch. The slide down the scree provided much merriment. Our goal for Monday night was Waihohonu (“Why
is Father Christmas Naked?”) hut, around four hours from the lakes. To get there we descended into the
Oturere valley with its strange lava formations, and rested a while at Oturere Hut. From Oturere to Waihohonu
took approximately three hours, and it was late in the day when we finally arrived. The last climb through what
Crispin assured us was “a beautiful forest, amazingly springy underfoot” nevertheless sank many a heart.
The next morning we were greeted with clear views of Ruapehu and cheesecake for breakfast: a fine way to
begin a Tuesday. Louise had received some rather nasty blisters during the first two days and left the group
this day. The local hut warden escorted her to the road end to be picked up. Now seven, we crossed the

Mt Ruapehu (the mountain)
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Rangipo desert, with a short detour to the Ohinepango springs. When we arrived at Rangipo we were met by
Martin, a Czechoslovakian tramper who we'd seen earlier on the track. He travelled with us for the remainder
of the week, and taught us naughty words in Czech. Under one of the bunks at Rangipo we discovered a
masterful cartoon depicting the journey there from Waihohonu as a series of ever greater hills. The group
believed that this was a fairly accurate depiction of our day, and our legs agreed. We felt lucky to have had
three days of beautiful weather at this point.
The first visitor to the long drop on Wednesday reported ice on the seat and snow blowing under the door.
This was not surprising, as there was snow blowing everywhere else as well. Yesterday's tussock and rock had
disappeared. After half an hour of preparing to go outside in the driving winds, it took the group ten minutes
blind and knee-deep in the snow to realise that perhaps today would be a good day to have a rest. Many
games of cards were played.
The wind continued through the night and cleared the way for us to leave on Thursday morning. We were now
a day behind schedule. Leaving the desert behind us, we followed rabbit trails into the “enchanted” beech
forests further south. Continuing, we travelled a swampy length of the track past Mangaehuhu Hut on our way
to Blyth Hut. Blyth is placed at the top of a winding climb which leaves the main track, and has a cunning ‘5
Minutes' sign placed halfway. Kate would later refer to this as perhaps the longest five minutes she had seen in
a while. The weather had returned to its earlier fine form by now.
Friday we climbed down from Blyth hut and made our way to the ski field road. No-one was particularly happy
to be walking up the tar seal, but it took us to the top of the Cascades, which we then descended on a
combination of hands and bottoms. From here we travelled past Mangaturuturu Hut and Lake Surprise. During
lunch Craig extolled the virtues of cabin bread topped with peanut butter, nutella, salami and cheese (at
once!). We eventually descended to the valley which housed our last hut, Whakapapaiti, after a day of around
ten hours.
On our last day, we hopped, skipped and jumped our way to Whakapapa in a mere two hours and made it
home in time for tea.
Thank you Kate for leading a wonderful trip, and thanks are also due to weather which gave us perfect views of
Ruapehu, Tongariro and Ngauruhoe at (nearly) every opportunity.

Tongariro and Ngauruhoe
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A.U.T.C. Christmas Party, 8th of December.
Trampers: Andy O’Loan, Chantelle Watt, Jane Dudley, Kate Mackintosh, Will, Owen Lee, Richard Greatrex,
Richard’s friend who’s name I can’t remember, Jeff Ducrot, Matthew, Craig , Rebecca Caldwell, Rob Connelly,
Aidan Thorpe, Claire Oliver, Anthony Phillips, Kylie Brewer, Ben, Jenny Waite, Tom Goodman, Brad and
Tommy, Santa and the Xmas fairy.
We headed out to the hut, using a train group and a car group. I was in the train group, so we caught the train
from Britomart early on Saturday morning and headed out to Swanson. The tramp out to the Hut is reasonably
short (about 3 hours) and through some lovely bush, past Kauri trees and the dam. We also had perfect
weather despite the predicted rain for the weekend. We headed down to the hut and met the others as we
were heading out to the road end as we were hoping to catch them to help them carry their gear out.
We went off to Pig Wallow stream to have a swim, which was nice and refreshing, except we ended up getting
hot again coming up the hill. Still it was worth it!! Then we started the important task of the Rambo run. The
Rambo runners tied shirts around their heads in a most Rambo run-like fashion, some brave souls even taking
their shirts off for the event. Then they bush bashed over to Pig Wallow stream and back. The first back was
Matthew, who has now won the yearly prize. Everyone came back covered in mud and bloody scratches. Then
we settled down to the important task of dinner. We each had brought a salad, and some pre-cooked
sausages, which we roasted over some small barbeques. This proved a good way to have dinner, and we
settled down for the evening’s drinking and playing hut games. It was all pretty good and except for some
dodgy red wine of mysterious origin, lots of fun was had. We played the traditional hut games, rafter climbed
and boogied to some music, then crawled home the next day to recover.
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Mt. Karangahake Day Trip, 16th of December.
Trampers: Jane Dudley (Leader), Thomas Goodman, Loretta De Wolf, Sarah.
We met at 7am on Sunday morning at the quad and headed down towards the Karangahake gorge. We got
there at around 9am, and set off towards Mt. Karangahake. We stopped on the way up to admire the views of
the gorge and to briefly look in to some of the mining tunnels to the side of the track. Mt. Karangahake had
th
been riddled with mines from the late 19 Century onwards, and was once one of the richest gold mining
th
areas in the country, up until mining there finished in the early 20 Century. Relics of the old gold mining
camps remain all around the Karangahake gorge area and in and around Mt. Karangahake itself.
We headed on up on a 4WD track and turned off further into the bush and kept on winding up towards Mt.
Karangahake, the weather was fine and we were expecting great views from the top. The weather had been
predicted as being perfect, but unfortunately it packed in and started raining on us as we tramped on. We got
up to the top of Mt. Karangahake, but unfortunately there was nothing but clouds to be seen! We squatted by
the T.V tower and started eating wet peanuts and other lunch materials. The clouds moved around and
gradually we saw more and more of the stunning view of the surrounding area. We tramped over to the ‘real’
top of the mountain and saw a little bit more, and then retreated from the rain back into the bush.
We headed back down the track towards the Waitawheta stream. This meant we had a swing bridge crossing,
and we followed the track along the river. It had stopped raining and the weather was starting to clear. There
was a fantastic pool near us, so we decided to go for a swim. It was hot, humid weather and we were hot from
the last six hours tramping, so the swim was pleasantly refreshing. The water was warm because the river has
dark rocks in it, and it winds along in the sun for a lot of the way. We didn’t want to get out!! We swam
around, and watched three wood pigeons doing aerial displays above the Kauri trees that framed the gorge.
Eventually we forced ourselves to get out of the balmy water, and we put our clothes back on and got our
torches out for the long train tunnel which was the next part of the track.
We found a whole lot of glow worms in the tunnel, sparkling overhead like little stars, and cave wetas in a
huddle at one end. Apparently cave wetas are completely benign, so if you don’t like being bitten by insects,
you have nothing to fear from cave wetas. We got out of the tunnel, and found another amazing pool around
the corner, with several waterfalls falling into it, and another long man-made tunnel which water flowed
through and came out of in another small waterfall. We continued on the track which wound through clumps
of Kahikatea and Kauri alongside the river, until the gorge became steeper on both sides. We then got to the
main entrance to the mines on the other side of the river. Photo boards next to the river showed where the
buildings in the gorge used to be, and where a giant chimney once stood, parts of which were now lying
twisted in the bottom of the river and to one side of the gorge.
We carried on and the track took us into some of the safer mines in the area. We followed these along and
they took us to barred ‘windows’ which looked out over the stunning sides of the gorge. Across on the other
side of the gorge a track is going to be built, apparently shortly after the time of writing which will give access
to the giant pump house inside the mine shafts. It should be an amazing place to visit if you want a good trip in
the future! The track kept winding through the tunnels and popping out at various ‘windows’ on the way. We
ran into a local from the area who told us how he and his friends used to explore the tunnels as boys. He also
told us how the horses that would work the mines would have white eyes, which were underdeveloped
because they never saw the sunlight. Generations of these horses would live and die as mine horses without
ever seeing sunlight. We kept on exploring the relics of the gold mining past of the area until we got back to
the track that took us to the car park. All in all it was a great trip. We got into our dry clothes and got in the car
at around 5pm. We stopped for burgers and coffee in Paeroa, and headed home after a fantastic Sunday day
trip.
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Pinnacles Hut & Cathedral Cove/Hot Water Beach, New Years 2007/08
Author: Rebecca Caldwell.
Dec 31st 07 – 18 of us embark on our journey to Pinnacles Hut to celebrate New Year 2008. Our journey to
the Coromandel went relatively smoothly, as did our group shop at Pak n Save. A short time later, we’re off to
tramp in the sun. We did our best to split the load of food up evenly between us all for the big New Years
feast, but one of our guys ended up carrying a bag of potatoes – all uphill! You know who you are but what a
champion effort! We all arrive at the hut safe and well, relax for a bit and then start dinner. On the menu was
pizza (BBQ style) – yes you heard correctly ….. a blow torch was the saving grace of melting and browning the
cheese. Thanks to Rob Connolly for coming up with extra ideas to help make it work better. We had quite a
few sceptics about whether we could pull it off, but we did, much to the amusement of other trampers staying
that night. Following pizza was ambrosia, with strawberries, chocolate and marshmallows – yum! Thanks to
Claire Oliver for being a huge help in the kitchen as always. New Years happened without too much drama.
We had one lady (in the bunk rooms that we were staying in) ask us to be quiet at 9pm as she and one other
were trying to sleep. I said we would do our best but I quickly reminded her that it was New Years Eve and
although as trampers, we are normally in bed at 9pm when tramping, this had to be an exception to the rule.
None of our group was particularly impressed with this request – we tried to be as quiet as we could but
frankly she would have been lucky to get any sleep before midnight, you couldn’t stop people going in and out
of the bunk rooms (door thumped every time you went in and out) and we weren’t the only group sleeping in
those particular bunkrooms. Leading up to New Years, John Deverall and one of the other guys in our group
entertained us with background music; playing the guitar or we just played the usual tramping games; table
traverse or card games. Midnight arrives and we celebrate New Years 2008, then head to bed, not amiss a
couple of snorers.
1st Jan 08 - We stayed an extra night at the Pinnacles so we could relax New Years Day. Most of us ventured
up to the Pinnacles itself and then just relaxed in the sun on the deck, either reading or talking over a wide
range of subjects. Dinner that night wasn’t pizza and I can’t quite remember what I organised for dinner that
second night - I think this is because pizza was the main highlight. However, I do remember what we had for
dessert as it wasn’t a huge success - we put too much water into the instant chocolate dessert. Remember to
double the milk powder, halve the water! A few found the good in the situation and enjoyed a chocolate
smoothie as an alternative.
2nd Jan 08 – We tramp out from the Pinnacles, say Goodbye to a few and then 14 of us head off for our next
adventure – camping two nights at a camp ground near Hot Water Beach. We arrive, meet one more to add to
our party, proceed to set up our tents and then make for the hot showers. Its pot luck dinner tonight, either
share or make your own.
3rd Jan 08 – We all decide to go to Cathedral Cove, what a glorious day! After battling to find a carpark, some
of us were lucky to get a park in the top carpark, others had to find a park miles away, we walked the half an
hour trek to find a great spot for our group on the beach - Beach towels and food galore! Everyone brought
their own lunch, whether food made on a camping stove that someone had brought along, or your trusted
bread rolls and salad, never short of lots of lollies and chips to share. The water was fabulous, a few of us
swam out to the rocks to jump off or the rest swam in the shallows. I’m pretty sure some of our group saw a
stingray that day too. That night we went to Hot Water Beach to dig ourselves a hot water spa in the sand.
We weren’t having too much success, we managed to borrow shovels from a few other beach goers, but we
either got half way there and then lost one of our sand banks with the waves or we couldn’t find any hot water
(most of the hot water was close to where the waves were coming in or the other beach-goers had picked the
better spots) or we just had to wait for a group to leave and then inhabit their hard earned efforts for a half
hour or so, migrating to different spots to find that right spot and avoiding the “lukewarm” to “OUCH!! - that’s
just too bloomin hot!”.
4th Jan 08 – We head briefly to Hahei to spend some time on the beach before heading home. Good bunch of
people – nice holiday.
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Gillespie/Rabbit Pass, Mt. Aspiring National Park.

Gillespie Pass Panorama, with Jane.

Author: Jane Dudley.
Trampers: Jane Dudley, James Russell, Dave Hodges (Leader).
Day One.
We began our journey in remote Makaora, we road bashed for a bit and saw a gentle looking horse that we
fed grass to. We wished we could have taken it on our journey to carry our packs, but it didn't want to come.
We crossed some farmland and then our first braided river. There were paradise ducks bobbing around. The
river was an icy azure blue, and the rocks and shingle were silver. Both are apparently due to the minerals in
the rocks. We passed the stream and got into the Beech forest and followed the track along beside the Young
River. When we stopped for lunch we were surrounded by bellbirds, tui, rifleman, tomtits and fantails. We
keep going and ended up before long in a grassy meadow with native blue bells bobbing around. There were
mountains rising up on either side, and after a while we came across a group that had helicoptered in and
were fishing for trout. While we were there they pulled out a rainbow trout as we watched.
We continued on back into the beech forest and started to ascend. We crossed a fairly large slip and continued
on up into the forest. The weather was extremely hot and sunny, and every time I looked at the Young River,
which was full of great swimming holes and completely clear, and this perfect shade of blue, I decided that I
would go swimming the next day (we had a fair bit of tramping to do that day). At one point we saw a group of
kea playing beside the river. They were picking dandelions with their beaks, ripping bark off trees, squawking,
pushing rocks down the bank and generally acting like kea. After a fairly long day we arrived at Young Hut,
which was a giant flashy hut that had only been built four months earlier. There were alpine lacebarks with
large white bell shaped flowers that smelt like honey growing at the level of the deck which the riflemen
seemed to like. There were high mountains directly above us, and the tops of them were outlined with pink as
we watched the sun set, and settled down to our meal of rice and tuna.
Day Two.
This was the day that we had to cross Gillespie Pass. We set off, again following the Young River and
ascending a few hundred metres through more beech forest. We crossed the bushline and just as we did so,
the batteries on my camera ran out! This was unfortunate because it was at just the point that there were
dozens of alpine herb plants in flower, including giant alpine daisies and lillies, hebes, olerias and lots of other
obscure things that only live in back of the beyond places. Luckily James was able to take a few photos of the
absolutely stunning scenery, and a particularly good one of a mountain daisy in the foreground with Mt. Awful
rising up behind it. We continued on through the herb fields, occasionally visited by a tomtit and as we walked
along side the river we heard an almighty thundering and James and I looked up and realised it must have
been an avalanche, Dave who was further back had seen it all; a massive avalanche had gone off down the side
of Mt. Awful.
We stopped near an alpine spring for lunch and watched as the bubbles of water rose from underneath the
earth and large dragonflies and bizarre and wonderful insects scooted along the surface, as James went to go
and check out the damage. We snacked on crackers and tuna, and gazed up at the sizeable distance that we
had to climb. The weather was roasting hot and clear, and after lunch we started to climb up towards Gillespie
Pass. We climbed up past the herbfields and followed the trusty orange marker poles higher and higher.
Occasionally we would hear the screech of a kea and at one point a rare New Zealand falcon flew across the
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valley. We still had a lot of climbing to do, so we continued on and started to get into tussock, and later
shingle. By the time we got to the top we were pretty happy to be there!
There were great views of the valley that we had come from and of the mountains that were all around us.
There was a patch of snow at the top, which seemed strange because it was so hot and dry, but we were fairly
high up, approx. 1500 m. We saw some fairly uncommon pippits at the top of Gillespie Pass, as well as alpine
buttercups and the other hardy plants that grow in the single. As we crossed the patch of snow and started to
head over the other side we saw something small bobbing about and it turned out to be some very rare rock
wrens. We got a few photos and headed off. The descent was a much longer process than the ascent. We
headed off down the scree, down the tussock, towards the herbfields, through the herbfields and into the
stunted beech trees and back into the beech forest eventually. We continued on through the beech, and we
started to hear the next river, the Wilkin. We followed the Wilkin, and at one point had to negotiate our way
through a huge slip, where massive ten metre high boulders had rumbled away and crashed into the river.
We got out of the beech forest, and travelled through a large grassy field and eventually got to Siberia hut. By
that stage we were fairly tired and pretty happy to be there, but found that the hut was surprisingly full of
people, most of whom had taken the popular 'Siberia experience' flights and helicopters into the valley,
because there is an airfield fairly close to the hut. A young Israeli woman we talked to had gone over Gillespie
Pass however, and fresh from her Israeli army training she told us that Gillespie pass “was the hardest thing
I've ever done in my life!”. It was definitely a hard day, and that is probably why the plans to make the route
into a 'great walk' were scrapped, not because of a lack of spectacular scenery, but because the days are very
hard. We had our dinner of rice and tuna and headed off to bed.
Day Three.
I decided to take a hut day while Dave and James went up to Lake Crucible, which was also the destination of
many of the visitors to the hut. The hut had a great view of mountains across a valley, so I spent my time
reading my book (The Bell by Iris Murdoch) basking in the sun and talking to the friendly hut warden who is a
member of Canterbury University Tramping Club and works as a DOC officer over summer. At one point I
decided to go for a swim near the water hole, but someone had decided to go to the toilet near the waters
edge, which put me off! The toilet was rather smelly, so a lot of people had decided to take a dump around the
toilet, rather than in it and hadn't even bothered to do the basics, like pick a spot away from huts, tracks and
waterways, to dig a hole with a few kicks of the boot and to fill it in afterwards so you can't see anything. So
gross.
Anyway, it was really good being able to read and enjoy the view for the day, but about every hour a new
plane load or helicopter load of people would fly in or out. Presently Dave and James arrived back and we had
a quick lunch and then headed off for Kerrin Forks Hut. We headed past the stream and through the beech
forest, and climbed up through the beech and a spotted a yellow crested kakariki fly past at one point, and
watched as the planes flew into the valley to land next to Siberia hut. We got to the point where we had to
cross, an old fence line where someone had tried to farm one day, and spotted a dilapidated hut on the other
side of the river. We picked the best point to cross, linked up and crossed the river. It was up to my waist at
the deepest point and was moving fairly rapidly, but we got through it fine. On the other side we scrambled up
the bank and wandered through the track amongst the long grasses and saw Kerrin Forks Hut. In stark contrast
to Siberia Hut, we only had one other person in the hut. We made tea, rice and tuna and went to bed.
Day Four.
We woke up and set off on our way. We started off through the beech forest, towards our objective, Top Forks
Hut. Like every day that we had had so far, it was an amazing sunny day. The Wilkin River was flowing past,
clear and an amazing shade of azure blue, with fantastic swimming holes in various places. I had put my togs
on underneath my tramping gear, with the express purpose of going swimming at some stage in the day. On
the way we saw the biggest dragonfly that I've ever seen in my life, and tomtits kept coming around to visit. At
one point as we walked through the beech forest, I saw a pair of yellow crested kakariki perched on the side of
a tree quite close, and I stood still as they stared at me and I stared at them.
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We stopped for a lunch break, and got out the nutella, peanut butter, tuna and crackers. I decided I would go
for a swim, so I stepped in, only to find that I couldn't feel my feet shortly after doing so. The Wilkin is glacier
fed, so at that point, only a few degrees centigrade. I think I managed to get to above calf height and then
quickly jumped out and back onto dry land. We kept following the river, and at some points we followed long
shingle banks. It was pretty sunny, so there was a lot of reflected glare from the shingle. After a long day, we
were getting very near to the Hut, and there was a short cut that crossed the river, and a long way that went
right over the top of a steep bumpy hillock, so since we were getting a bit tired at that stage we decided to go
the short way, which was fine, until we got to a bit that was very deep and we thought it was a bit iffy to get
across, so we had to go back and slug over the top of this hillock and over to the other side. We did this and
then waded through a whole lot of knee-deep grass on the other side. We were very close to the hut, and just
as I spotted it, I heard a rumbling of an avalanche coming from Mt. Pollux, which the hut had a fantastic view
of. Top Forks Hut was in an amazing location, and we had it to ourselves. We settled down to dinner, and every
time we heard the rumbling of an avalanche we would run outside to check out the avalanche going off the
side of Mt. Pollux, and then run back in as the sandflies started to eat us. At dusk we saw a rare New Zealand
falcon fly silently over the hut. We got to bed, and were only bothered by the mice scampering around looking
for food.
Day Five.
I decided to take a hut day while James and Dave went to have a closer look at the lakes further up the valley
towards Mt. Pollux. I spent my time stretching my sore legs in the sun, bandaging my blisters, washing my shirt
in the stream and looking up or running out onto the deck whenever I heard one of the frequent avalanches
off Mt. Pollux, usually in time to see ice, snow and occasionally boulders come tumbling down the side of the
mountain. I also finished my book, and read some of the information boards in the hut. One of them detailed
the various types of native birds that could be seen in the region. We had been lucky enough to see most of
them at that point, including some of the rare ones, such as rock wren, NZ falcons and kea, which we were
instructed to report to the nearest DOC office when we got out. There was also a large warning sign about the
waterfall face which we were crossing the next day. It was described as a dangerous pass that should not be
attempted by inexperienced parties or at all in bad weather. The grainy photocopy of the route certainly
seemed rocky and steep. Presently James and Dave got back from their lakey adventures, so we settled down
and had our tea and got to bed early for our big day the next day.

Glaciers and waterfalls from track to Lake Castalia
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Day Six.
We rose and headed off on our long journey. We began by
climbing up through the beech forest. We started to climb up
increasingly steeply. Little tomtits and fantails kept flying
around us in a friendly way. We kept on going up until the
bush started to open up a bit, and we saw a steep drop off to
one side, which we carefully avoided. Below us we could see
a glacier with a cave melted underneath it, with a river
flowing out of it, which fed into the Wilkin, which I had tried
to swim in on day four. We kept on slugging up the hill, and
the vegetation started to get more sub alpine and covered
with little alpine flowers. We kept on going over the hill and
past a slip. The weather was roasting hot and sunny and we
started to descend into an amazing alpine valley. I saw an
obscure orchid in an alpine swamp on the way, and the valley
was dotted with alpine flowers and herbs.
We kept going until we got to the base of the waterfall,
where we stopped to have a drink and a break and to figure
out the route that we had to take. The valley was a stunning
place, with the wind occasionally catching the water flowing
over the cliffs. On some of the waterfalls the mist would blow Jane and waterfall just before big hill before Top
out and be caught by the sun and turn into a strange shaped Forks Hut.
rainbow. We started at the base of the waterfall route and
began climbing. It was helpfully poled, and I didn't find it too hard. There were plenty of handholds and the
only part that had a fairly big vertical drop off was right at the end, near the top of the waterfall. It would be a
bit intimidating to come down though I suppose.
On top of Pearson Saddle we entered a beautiful alpine valley. There were patches of snow to one side, which
I ran over to touch for the sake of touching on one of the hottest days of summer, and beautiful patches of
sweet smelling mountain daisies and little swarms of unusual black and red spotted butterflies flying around.
We explored Pearson Saddle for a bit and went around checking out the amazing views. We travelled on, over
to the other side of the saddle. We got up to a scree slope, with an amazing view of the East Matukituki valley,
which dropped away for about 1000 metres below us. There were mountains all around and a waterfall
dropping off steeply into the valley below, the only question was at which point the track was going to lead us
down. We continued along the scree track with the drop off to the valley on our right hand side and glaciers
melting into a stream, which flowed over into the waterfall that became the East Matukituki. It was at about
this point that I started to think about all the kinds of food I wanted to eat when we got out. We stopped for a
while to have a break and snacked on some crackers, nutella and peanut butter. Then we carried on and got to
the point where we could descend into the
valley. We had to rock climb down some
very dodgy rock, slate that breaks off in
your hands as you try and get a handhold,
known as 'weetbix rock'. It is a silver
colour, so we all ended up covered in silver
dust from the rock.

The waterfall face.

We got off the rock, which was a little bit
hairy in places and continued on down the
scree and started the long descent down
into the valley, after making it over the
famous and beautiful Rabbit Pass. We
continued on down thorough the scree,
the tussock, the herb fields and into the
beech forest. We crossed the East
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Matukituki when we got low enough, but at that point and in that perfect weather it wasn't too big, so it was
fine to cross. We kept going until we got to where a small rock bivvy had been marked on the map. It turned
out to be very small, enough room for one person or two people lying sideways, and with the approaching
clouds of sandflies, we decided to put up the tents and get ready for bed as soon as possible. There were so
many sandflies that you couldn't stand still at all outside, your hands had to be always busy wiping them off
your skin. We had dinner and fell asleep almost instantly after our sturdy 12 hour day.
Day Seven.
We got up, had breakfast and quickly packed up. The sandflies are only a problem if you stop, we discovered.
We set off, crossing the East Matukituki a few times, and about 20 minutes down the track, James discovered
a small DOC hunters’ hut. It was locked, so we couldn't have used it, but it had four bunks and a gas stove. We
headed off following the stream and stopped for lunch beside the stream and basked in the sun for a
bit. We ate crackers and tuna and peanut butter, and set off again. We followed the stream for a way, and
then started to head up into the beech forest. We started climbing uphill, and kept climbing uphill! That
continued for about 500 metres, until we got into some herb fields and we saw fantastic views of the
mountains around us. We started heading down from that high point and descending into the Matukituki
valley again. We started to descend back into the beech forest again, and eventually got back down near the
river. We had a 3-wire over the river to cross, and then got to a grassy flat where we decided to camp for the
night after about eight hours tramping.
We quickly set up the tents and found out that the sandflies were even more fierce here than at our last
campsite. We dived inside the tent only to find that there was a pattering on the roof of the tent that sounded
like rain, but was actually a sea of sandflies trying to get in. We had dinner and got to sleep.
Day Eight
The next morning we got up and quickly packed up and headed off. First we had to cross another 3-wire over a
side stream of the Matukituki, then we followed the track along the stream. We had had perfect weather for
our whole trip, but we had seen some hogs-backs forming above some of the peaks, so we were glad that we
would miss the bad weather. We continued on through the beech forest and went past a pool full of little
native fish swimming around. Eventually we got to open farmland, which must be some of the most beautiful
farmland in the country, with high mountains on either side. We went past the ruins of an old farm house and
some cows, and we saw the new farmhouse. As we walked along, we saw a huge hogs-back forming above one
of the high hills, and we crossed the Matukituki a few times to get to the road. As we walked towards the end
of our journey, a big dust storm started to stir up. We hitched a lift back to Wanaka and that was the end of
our adventure.
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James, Jane and Rabbit Pass.
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A huge thank you to all the people who took time to write trip reports and
to take photos for this edition of Footprints, particularly to Tom Goodman, Dave Hodges, Matt Molloy, Richard
Greatrex and Craig Smith for their generous help in sourcing photos over a year after the event!
A Special mention to Adelle Kristensen who designed the covers and thanks also to those members of the 2009
Committee who assisted in finally getting this thing published!

Insert the trip report from your trip (that one that you never sent in) here:
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